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Benefits add up at LBH
Accountants with Sage
Accountant Cloud
Long running, Australian accountancy
firm changes it’s business practices
and processes to adapt to Covid-19

Established almost 40 years ago, Adelaide-based
accounting practice LBH provides tax, audit, business
advisory, and financial planning services to a range
of SME clients. With 23 staff on-site and more than
7,000 clients, the company is a constant hive of activity,
and always looking for ways to boost efficiencies.
Key outcomes:
• Accelerated move to seamless remote working during COVID-19
• Almost eliminated paper-based processes
• Avoided significant cost of upgrading local server
• Saved time with integrated emails and customisable dashboards
Keen to keep pace with technology, the company had been evaluating
the idea of a paperless office for some time. With an increasing client
list, the firm wanted to eliminate time-consuming paper-based tasks to
free staff up to focus on higher-value client counsel and consulting.
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COVID-19 proved to be the catalyst the firm needed to put its plans
into action, according to Practice Manager at LBH, Leanne Boulger.
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Sage helped LBH
Accountants adapt
to remote working

“Sage Accountant Cloud helps our team
confidently work from home or on the
road, without experiencing any lags or
connection issues.”
Leanne Boulger, Practice Manager, LBH Accountants
Limited by old technology
Like businesses across the globe, LBH had to adapt quickly when the pandemic hit. With an old
server running the practice management solution, the firm found that staff were struggling to log
on and be fully productive.
“When COVID-19 hit, it became clear that we needed to migrate to a cloud practice management
solution,” says Leanne. “Our old server often lagged, especially during busy periods and upgrading
our local server would have cost up to $50,000. We were desperate to migrate to a cloud practice
management solution that we could easily access remotely.”				
Access anywhere with Sage Accountant Cloud
LBH Accountants was invited to take part in the early release programme of Sage Accountant
Cloud – a client-centric platform that helps accountants engage with clients, optimise practice
resources and digitise many manual and paper-based tasks.
Accessible anywhere at any time, deploying Sage Accountant Cloud meant that the LBH team
could get the information they needed, when they needed it, regardless of the pandemic and
working remotely. “Sage Accountant Cloud helps our team confidently work from home or on the
road, without experiencing any lags or connection issues,” Leanne says.
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Information has never
been more accessible
as a result of Sage
Accountant Cloud

“We no longer need to print out job schedules
and we can quickly see the progress of jobs
within the solution. If a client calls asking for an
update on their tax return, all the information is
at our fingertips.”
Leanne Boulger, Practice Manager, LBH Accountants
Eliminating paper
The software suite also integrates seamlessly with the Sage HandiSoft’s Client Portal, which has
already helped LBH cut down on paper. According to Leanne, Sage Accountant Cloud’s Client
Portal will help the firm go even further.
“We hardly print anything out at all,” she says. “We no longer need to print out job schedules and
we can quickly see the progress of jobs within the solution. If a client calls asking for an update
on their tax return, all the information is at our fingertips.”
The firm is even considering eliminating physical client files in its push to be paperless.
“Everything will be on the screen with a few clicks, including all our correspondence with the
clients,” she adds.
This paperless approach has helped the firm accelerate its remote working capabilities
during COVID-19 because team members no longer needed to print and pass papers around.
Leanne says Sage Accountant Cloud has been an integral part of helping LBH become
a paperless practice.
“I’ve found that if there are too many steps in a new process, accountants won’t adopt it. Sage
Accountant Cloud is critical to helping our practice adopt new paperless ways of working
because it’s very easy to use and eliminates many steps when dealing with clients.”
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Sage helps boost efficiency
and simplify processes

“I highly recommend Sage Accountant
Cloud to other practices looking for an
intuitive solution to eliminate paperbased processes and boost efficiency in
the cloud.”
Leanne Boulger, Practice Manager, LBH Accountants
Saving time and simplifying processes
The firm has been able to further decrease its reliance on paper by using the
software to create and send emails. Previously the team had to save emails to
their desktop and then transfer them into the software or print them out and put
them on the file, according to Leanne. “Sage Accountant Cloud allows us to store
emails automatically and send them from within the solution. This is a big step for
us towards eliminating paper from our practice,” she says.
This simplification process has also helped the company save time, on and off-site.
With customisable dashboards, the teams can set up three or four things that
relate just to their specific client base, such as what tasks to do for the day, week
or month, which then pop up automatically.
“Sage Accountant Cloud’s dashboards make life a lot easier for us. All our tasks
are at our fingertips and it’s much quicker to find things now,” Leanne says. This
has saved a huge amount of time during the pandemic and meant less wasted
time calling or emailing colleagues to find information. “I highly recommend Sage
Accountant Cloud to other practices looking for an intuitive solution to eliminate
paper-based processes and boost efficiency in the cloud,” she adds.
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